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In this paper a new notion of reduction depending on an arbitrary non-empty set ORD of 
term orderings on a polynomial ring is introduced. A general Buchberger algorithm based on 
this notion is devised. For a single element set ORD it specializes tothe ordinary Buehberger 
algorithm. For ORD being the set of all term orderings a particular universal Gr~Sbner basis 
is constructed. We only deal with the ease K[x,y] since for higher dimensions we have not 
been able to prove that the generalized algorithm stops after a finite number of steps. Some 
reasons for understanding the underlying difticulties are given. 
1. Introduction 
This paper originates from several discussions with B. Buehberger and H. Stetter on 
modifications of  the notion of term reductions aiming at understanding more about 
numerical stability of the Buchberger Algorithm (Buehberger, 1965; 1970; 1985). In this 
paper we discuss such a modification. 
We would like to acknowledge their interest in the problem posed. In particular we 
also acknowledge that we were able to use Buchberger's muSIMP implementation of his 
algorithm at an early stage of this work, 
For an easier understanding we shall try to fit our own work into the established context 
of the existence of universal Gr/Sbner bases. 
(i) A finite subset G of polynomials in K [x, y] is a universal GrSbner basis if it is a 
GrSbner basis w.r.t, all term orderings • (el. Mora & Robbiano, 1988; Schwartz, 
1988). 
(ii) A strong motivation for studying universal Grrbner  bases was provided by ettorts 
to investigate the influence of the choice of ditterent erm orderings on the 
performance of the Buchberger algorithm. Investigations of this type have been 
initiated in Kollreido (1978). As was shown in Mora & Robbiano (1988) 
and Weispfenning (1987a; 1987b) by linear algebra methods and again prov- 
ed by topological methods in Schwartz (1988) it is only necessary to perform a 
Buehberger algorithm w.r.t, to a certain finite number of term orderings (which 
depends on the given input F) in order to obtain a universal GrSbner basis. In 
the bivariate case a similar strategy has been used in Schemmel (1987). 
(iii) Our idea is to proceed in the opposite direction. In every step of  the Buchberger 
algorithm we use term reduction w.r.t, all term orderings. Thus we adjoin, at every 
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step, all S-polynomials (w.r.t. to arbitrary term orderings). Hence, if the algorithm 
terminates, a universal GrSbner basis will have been computed. 
(iv) In this way the Buchberger algorithm will be modified using the new concepts of 
H-representation a d U-basis. The proof for the characterization f U-bases in 
this paper is different from the usual proof for the characterization f a GrSbner 
basis; instead of using Newman's Lemma and Noetherian induction (see e.g. 
Buehberger, 1976; Baehmair & Buchberger, 1980) we use the technique of identify- 
ing a minimum counter example. The nested induction argument used in Buch- 
berger (1976) is reflected in our proof in a natural way. 
It is beyond the scope of the paper to give estimates of the effectiveness of the new 
method in comparison tomethods known in the literature (Mora, 1988; Mora & Robbiano, 
1988; Schemmel, 1987; Weispfenning, 1987a; 1987b): 
(i) There are no investigations on the performance of algorithms which compute 
universal GrSbner bases. 
(ii) For practical reasons it would be interesting to have an implementation f the 
algorithm but this has not yet been done. 
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 contains basic notations like hull, corners 
and matching of polynomials. Here ORD denotes an arbitrary non-empty set of term 
orderings on K[x, y]. In section 3the new concept of H-reduction is introduced. Roughly 
speaking a polynomial is H-reducible w.r.t, a given set F of polynomials if, by means of 
some element fe  F we can perform a term reduction w.r.t, at least one ~-e ORD in such 
a way that after reduction the leading monomials w.r.t, to the term orderings in ORD 
have not been increased. We are indebted to V. Weispfenning for having suggested tous 
to prove Theorem 3.4, which guarantees termination of H-reduction for an arbitrary 
non-empty set ORD. 
We then characterize U-bases and describe the generalized Buchberger algorithm. For 
a given ORD a Buchberger-like algorithm (having the same form for all sets ORD) is 
devised which, for every finite input F of polynomials in K[x, y], computes a Gr~Sbner 
basis of the ideal generated by F w.r.t, all r ~ ORD. Thus, if ORD is a single element 
set, our algorithm coincides with the classical Buchberger algorithm. On the other hand 
if, e.g. ORD is the set of all term orderings on K[x, y] a (particular) universal Gr/Sbner 
basis (see Mora, 1988; Mora & Robbiano, 1988; Schwartz, 1988) will be constructed 
which will be called a U-basis in this paper (see Definition 3.5). The proof that it terminates 
turns out to be somewhat involved. Only in the bivariate case have we been able to prove 
that this algorithm terminates. Even in this case we have found it necessary to do some 
technical work in terms of linear algebra in the plane: section 4 contains elementary 
observations concerning a geometric haracterization f H-reducibility and in section 5 
we prove a generalized Diekson Lemma which applies to the proof given in section 3 of 
the termination of the algorithm. 
Conceptionally our algorithm is simpler than the one proposed in work by Mora & 
Robbiano (1988) and Robbiano (1985). There, such bases are constructed by running 
several Buehberger algorithms along parallel ines. Our notion of H-reducibility seems 
to be the proper tool for the description of algorithms designed to find universal bases. 
Our U-bases have a rather simple characterization in algorithmic terms; the algorithm 
does not change the input F iff F is a U-basis (see Definition 3.5). Such a simple criterion 
for deciding whether or not a given ideal basis is already a universal GrSbner basis does 
not seem to be available in the literature. 
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Notation 
N 
Q 
R 
K 
K[xl,...,xn] 
K[x,y] 
MeN 
f,g 
F,G 
/z, v,K 
M 
/zM 
a, b, c 
i,j 
q- 
ORD 
ALL 
Fin(K[x, y]) 
coeff(/z,f) 
Men( f )  
lcm(/x, v) 
F=G 
Fc_G 
Id, "<.r ~ 
max,(M)  
T-reduction 
H-reduction 
2. Basic Definitions 
natural numbers (starting with 0) 
rational numbers 
real numbers 
field 
polynomial ring in n variables over K 
polynomial ring over K in x and y 
set of all monomials in K[x, y] 
polynomials in K[x, y] 
finite subsets of K[x, y] 
monomials in K[x, y] 
finite subset of MeN 
{~ I ~ E M} 
elements in K 
natural numbers 
term ordering on MeN in the sense of [7] 
non-empty subset of term orderings on MeN 
set of all term orderings on MeN 
set of all finite subsets of K[x, y] 
coefficient of /z  in f 
set of the monomials in f with coefficient ~ 0 
least common multiple of/~ and v 
F is a proper subset of G 
F is a subset of G 
/~ is less than v w.r.t, r 
maximum of M w.r.t. ~" 
term reduction in the sense of Buchberger (1985) 
see Definition 3.1 
DEFINITION 2.1. (H(M),  C(M)  for finite McMON. )  For a finite subset M of MeN 
we define H(M) as follows: v e H(M) iff for all ~-eORD the relation v-<~ max,(M)  
holds. Moreover we say that ~, e C(M) iff there exists r e ORD such that v = max, (M)  
holds. We call H(M)  the hull and C(M) the corners of M. 
REMARK. The relations max, (M)= max~(C(M)) = max,(H(M))  can be easily deduced 
from the definitions. Similarly it follows from the last equality that C(C(M) )=C(M) ,  
H(C(M))  = H(M) ,  C(H(M))  = C(M),  H(H(M))  = H(M)  and C(~M) =/~C(M).  
If ORD is the set of all term orderings then H(M) usually is called the Newton Diagram 
of M. 
3. The Algorithm 
3.1. H-REDUCTION, S-POLYNOMIALS 
Note that the following definitions depend on the choice of ORD. They constitute 
generalizations of the notions "reduction", "normal form", "S-polynomial", "standard 
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representation" and "GrSbner basis" and coincide with these notions if ORD contains 
a single element. 
DEFINITION 3.1. H-reduction. We say that f#  0 is H-reducible by g # 0 iff there exists 
/x with M := C(Mon(/~g)) & C(Mon(f))  # 0 and Mon(tzg) ~ H(Mon(f)).  Let v E M and 
coeff(v,f) 
f~ :=f '  coett(v, Izg)/~g' 
then clearly v~ Men( f0  by construction and therefore H(Mon( f0 )c  H(Mon(f))  holds 
as well. We briefly shall write 
f g,u f l  
and we say " f  is H-reducible to f~ w.r.t, the corner ~, by g". 
We say that " f  is H-reducible to 0 by G" iff there exists a chain 
f 
g i t  / / t  ~ ~'12 "b'2 I" girl Jsn 
" -~ I I  - - -~ J2  " " " >>fn =0 
with g~ e G for 1 -<j -< n. 
DEFINITION 3.2. H-normal form. A polynomial f which is not H-reducible w.r.t, a given 
set F will be called H-normal form w.r.t. E 
DEFINITION 3.3. S-polynomials. Let/z~ ~ C(gl) and/z2 E C(g2). The polynomial 
lcm(/zl,/z2) lcm(/zl,/z2) 
S(ga, g2, ~,  ~2) := coeff(~2, g2) g~ - coett(~, g~) 
/~l /x2 
will be called the S-polynomial of g~ and g2 w.r.t, the corners ~ and/z2, iff 
lcm(~,, ~:) ~ H(S(g,, g2,/z,,/x2)). 
g2 
DEFINITION 3.4. H-presentation. We call the S-polynomial S(gl, g2, Cl,/z2) H-present- 
able by G iff there exists a presentation 
S(gl, g2, 1/'1,/-/'2) ~" ~ a(~, g)lzg 
p.~MON,g~ G 
with 
. . . [ .  [lcm(lz~,~2)gx~uMon/ICm(tz,tZ2)g2~k{lcm(i.~a,lza)}'~) | j \  ) 
M°n(/zg)-c ri ~m°nk Z \' ~-: 
for a (/.~, g) ~ O. 
3.2. U-BASIS 
THEOREM 3.1. (U-Basis). Let G denote an Ideal basis of the Ideal I <~ K[x,y]. The 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) Every polynomial f ~ I is H-reducible to 0 by (3. 
(ii) Every S-polynomial of elements in G is H-representable by G. 
(iii) Every S-polynomial of elements in G is H-reducible to 0 by G. 
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PROOF. ( i )~ (iii). 
Let g be an S-polynomial. Since g belongs to I, by assumption g is H-reducible to 0 by 
O. 
(iii) ~ (ii). 
Keeping track of the H-reductions one easily finds an H-presentation of g w.r.t.G. 
(i i)~(i). 
Let f#  0 be an arbitrary polynomial in L Then f has a presentation 
f= X a (/.,, g)/zg, (1) 
.u-~ MON,g~ G 
where only finitely many a(/x, g) # 0. 
CLAIM. Tl'~ere xist a(fz, g) in (1) such that 
/ 
U (2) 
Since f is a linear combination of the polynomials /zg with coefficients in K it suffices 
to show that 
H U (~Cmg,#o Mon(/~g)) H(Mon(f)). 
can be achieved. 
Assume the claim to be false for all presentations o f f  as in (1), so that 
H(o(~,,g~))#oMOn(l~g))~t H(Mon(f)) (3) 
holds. Furthermore, assume that a(/z, g) has been chosen in such a way that for all b(/z, g) 
with 
the condition 
f= ~. b(i.,, g)~,g 
k~MON,g~O 
/ 
H U / a,..,,.o (4) (b(~.g,,~oM°n(/'~g)) cH  I._3 Mon(•g)) 
cannot be satisfied, i.e. the a(/.,, g) constitute a minimum set of coefficients. From (3) we 
infer the existence of a monomial v with 
v ~ C (~,~,,g[_J))~o Mon(l~g) ) (5) 
and 
Put 
v ~ H(Mon(f)). 
My := {(/~, g) [ a(/~, g) # 0, v ~ Mon(/zg)}. 
(6) 
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Next we assume that a(/z, g) are chosen in such a way that M.  has smallest possible 
cardinality. However we carefully watch that all previous assumptions on a(/~, g ) - -  
especially note that (4) must not hold- -are satisfied. From (5) it then follows that the 
cardinality of M~ is greater than 0. Because of (6) there must be at least two elements in 
M.. Let (/.~1, gl) and (/z2, g2) be two arbitrary but different elements in M. then 
v e C(Mon(/.L,g,)), (i = 1, 2) 
holds. From this we immediately infer 
- -~  C(Mon(gt)), (i - 1, 2). 
Put 
k~:= coef f (~,  g~), 
and 
( i=  1,2) 
K := lern , . 
By assumption the S-polynomial 
( v -~2)=k2r~--'Zlg'--ktK~-~2g2 s :=S gl,g2, l, L1 , v v 
must have a presentation of the form 
s = E c(m g)~g, 
~eMON,geG 
where for c(/~, g) ~ 0 one has 
Therefore there exists e(~, g) such that 
/J 
-- s = E e(/.~, g)/zg, 
K ~eMON,geO 
where for 6(/~, g) ~ 0 
Mon(/xg) ~ H(Mon(/~lgl) w Mon(tzugu)\{v)) 
holds. From (7) we infer that 
v k:l 
a (# l ,  gl)#tgl = a(#t, gl) s+ a(#l, gl) ~ tz2g2 
k2 K 
must hold. Substitution of (8) into the equation above yields 
kl 
a (/~x, ga)/-Llgl = a(/xl, g,) X 6.(t~, g)~g+ a(/zl, g,) ~/.L292. 
k2 ~eMON,geG 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
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The latter expression we substitute into (1) so that 
a( /~,  g~) 
f=  ~, a(I,Z, g)p, gq T. 
(g.,g) # (P.l ,gl) ~2 p-~MON,ge G 
follows. 
fo r f  
k:, 
~(tz, g)~g+ a(tzl, g]) ~ tz2g2 
By recollecting and renaming the terms suitably we find a new presentation 
f=  E a(/x, g)l.~g, (10) 
l,t~ MON,ge 0 
so that 
holds. 
From (9) it follows that 
has at least the one element (~1, gl) less than M~. 
If M~ is not empty, a contradiction to the minimality of the cardinality of M~ follows. 
If M~ is empty, we conclude from (11) and the fact that the new hull for the representa- 
tion in (10), 
H I..J , (aO,,g)~,o Mon(/zg)) 
does not contain the monomial v, (i.e. it contains at least one element less) that (4) must 
hold. Hence we have a final contradiction and claim (2) holds. 
In order to continue the proof of the theorem we first remark that it suffices to show 
that every comer of f can be reduced. A recursive application of this fact finally gives 
the desired proof. 
From the claim it is now immediate that for any corner o f f  one can find an H-reduction 
step which removes this corner from C(Mon(f)).  Induction yields the final result. 
DEFINITION 3.5. U-basis. Any ideal basis O of I <~ K[x, y] which satisfies either of the 
conditions in Theorem 3.1 will be called a U-basis of I w.r.t. ORD. 
THEOREM 3.2. (Comparison with GrSbner bases.) Any U-basis G is a Gr6bner basis for 
all term orderings ~" ~ ORD. 
PROOF. It suffices to show that every f in the ideal generated by G is T-reducible w.r.t. 
~" ~ ORD by some g c G. 
Let G be a U-basis and f in the ideal generated by G. As can be seen from the proof 
of Theorem 3.1 f has a presentation 
f~- Y a(/z, g)/~g, (12) 
#.eMON,ge G 
where for all a(Iz, g) ~ 0 
Mon(~g) ~_ H(Mon(f)) .  (13) 
Let v = mas~(Mon(f)) be the leading monomial of f w.r.t, the term ordering ~', Using 
(12) one can find a pair (/~, g) with a(tz, g)#O and v~Mon(tzg). From (13) ~ve infer 
= max~(Mon(/~g)). Therefore f is T-reducible by g e (7. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let 
g/l ,lSl ~12 *P2 girt "l'. 
fo----~ A ,, A " " - -~  f .  04) 
be an arbitrary chain of H-reductions. Since the hull decreases at any H-reduction step, we 
may consider the following chain: 
max,(Mon(f~)) "<, max,(Mon(f,_l)) <--," '" ---~ max,(Mon(fo)). 
The leading monomials of the polynomials f , 1 <- i <- n in (14) therefore constitute a weakly 
decreasing chain w.r.t, all term orderings. 
Our next result shows that in fact H-reduction is Noetherian, more precisely: 
THEOREM 3.4. Let Fin(MON) be the set of all finite subsets of MON. For any non-empty 
set ORD of term orderings we define a (strict) partial order t-'OR o on Fin(MON) as follows. 
Let Ml , M2 ~ Fin(MON) then define 
M1 ~--ORD M2 ~ HORD(M1) C HORD(M2). 
Then (Fin(MON), ~-ORD) iS a Noetherian strictly partially ordered set. 
PROOF. Clearly we have a (strictly) partially ordered set. 
Next assume that '--ORb is not Noetherian, i.e. that there exists an infinite chain {Mj)T= 1 
with HORD(Mj+1) r"oaD HORD(Mj) for j ~ F~. Then HORD(Mj+I) c HORD(M~) yields the 
existence of/xj e CORD(Mj)\HoRD(Mj+I). From the Dickson Lemma one deduces the 
existence of a refinement of the sequence {Mj)T= 1 (which, for convenience will again be 
denoted by {M2}j~=t) such that, for some j ~ N,/~j divides /~j+l. Then, for "r ~ ORD, we 
conclude /~<,/.9+~--~max~(Mj+~). Hence we arrive at the contradiction /~e 
noRo(Mj+l). 
3.3. DESCRIPTION OF THE ALOORITHM 
Let "S-polynomials ( f g)" denote afunction, which for polynomials f and g computes 
the set of all S-polynomials S(f  g,/z, v). Here/~ and v are suitable corners. 
Next let "reduce (f, (3)" denote a function which for a polynomial f computes an 
H-normal form w.r.t, the polynomial set G (el. Definition 3.2). 
Note that the functions "S-polynomials ( f g)" and "reduce ( f  G)" strongly depend 
on the choice of ORD. The execution of either of them takes finite time because of 
Theorem 3.4. 
Input: F ~ Fin(K[x, y]) 
Output: GeF in (K[x ,  y]), U-basis for F 
PROCEDURE universal_algorithm (F, VAR G) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
G: = F 
:= {{f,, fA Jf,,f: ~ o,f, ~fA 
WHILE (B # 0) DO 
{f, f:} :-- an element in B 
B :=- B\{{f.Z}} 
H := S_polynomials(f. fj) 
WHILE (H ~ ~) DO 
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(8) h := an element in H 
(9) H := H\{h} 
(10) h := reduce(h, G) 
(11) IF (h # O) THEN 
(12) B := Bw {{f, h)}lf e G} 
(13) G:--- Ou{h} 
(14) ENDIF 
(15) ENDWHILE 
(16) ENDWHILE 
ENDPROCEDURE 
THEOREM 3.5. The algorithm terminates for any input F e Fin(K[x, y]). 
PROOF. Assume the theorem was false: Let F e Fin(K[x, y]) be an input for which the 
algorithm does not terminate. We consider the following modification of the algorithm: 
Between line (2) and line (3) we place the statement 
i:=0. 
Between lines (11) and (12) we insert he statements: 
i:= i+1, 
p~:=h. 
Obviously this modified algorithm does not terminate with input F, since the only 
change consists of counting the S-polynomials which are added in line (13) (using the 
counter i). The S-polynomials themselves will be stored in the sequence {Pt}. 
All statements not representing loops can be executed in finite time. By assumption 
this is also true for the functions "S_polynomials" and "reduce". Since for every element 
h e H the inner loop (lines (7)-(15)) will be executed only once and since in line (6) 
only a finite set for given H is constructed we conclude that the loop will be executed 
only finitely often, Thus the main loop (lines (3)-(16)) must be entered infinitely often. 
Therefore whenever the main loop is entered B will never be exhausted. We observe that 
in line (5) one element is removed from the finite set B. The only place where B is changed 
despite lines (2) and (5) (in line (2) merely an initialization takes place) is in line (12). 
Since B is never empty, as observed above, line (12) must be executed infinitely often. 
Therefore also the statements which have been inserted between lines (11) and (12) will 
be executed infinitely often. Hence an infinite sequence of polynomials {p~}~=~ will be 
generated in the loop so that for i < j  the polynomial pj is not H-reducible by p~. Thus 
for i < j  never Mon(p;)<< Mon(pj) (cf. Definition 5.1). This contradicts Theorem 5.2. 
4. Results from Linear Algebra 
In this section we provide some preparatory elementary material from plane geometry 
needed for deriving Theorem 5.2; the latter will be used for proving that the algorithm 
described in section 3 terminates. 
Vectors in R 2 will be denoted with bold face letters, and (a, b):= albl+ a2b2 stands for 
the inner product of the vectors a = (al, a2) and b= (bl, b2). Furthermore o:= (0, 0), 
el:=(1,0) and e2:=(0,1). We shall make use of the simple fact that a l=(e l ,a )  and 
a~ = (e2, a). For a # o we put a > o, if al ~ 0 and a2 ~ 0 and we call a a positive vector. For 
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a semi-order < on a subset of Q2 we shall write <- if equality is not excluded. For positive 
vectors a and b we put a <,  b (a is less slanted than b) iff det(a, b) := a lb2-  a2bl > 0. It 
can be shown in an elementary way that <,  constitutes a semi-order on the set of positive 
vectors. Note that a <,  b <,  c for positive vectors a, b and c implies the existence of 
positive constants a and fl with b = a a +/3 c. We sometimes shall write a ---<, b, if det(a, b) = 
0 is not excluded. For a vector with coordinates (al,  a2) we put a ± for the vector with 
coordinates ( -as ,  at). 
The following simple formulas hall be used frequently: (a, b) = det(a, b ±) and (a ±, b) = 
det(a, b). 
Any term ordering on MON can be written in additive notation. For ~ := x"ly °2, we 
put a:= (al ,  as) for the vector of exponents. For a term ordering <T (cf. Buchberger, 
1985) the following properties are significant: 
1. o <~. a, i fa~o,  
2. a <~- b implies a+c  <~ b+c,  
3. <,  is a total ordering on N 2. 
For any term ordering ~-a, b> o and (a -b )> o imply b <~ a. 
In Robbiano (1985) and Mora& Robbiano (1988) it has been shown that any term 
ordering on N 2 can be uniquely extended to Q2. 
DEFINtTION 4.1. (ORD, ALL) From now on ORD denotes a non-empty set of term 
orderings on Q2. ALL denotes the set of all term orderings on 02. 
In Mora & Robbiano (1988) one finds the following characterization f  ALL: 
THEOREM 4.1. (Characterizations of term orderings on 0:.)  Let <~ e ALL be a term 
ordering on 0 2. One o f  the following holds: 
(i) There is a vector t = (tl, t2) with positive components, so that t2/ t I is irrational, and 
a<~b /ff (t, b -a )> O. 
(ii) There is a vector t> o with rational, non-negative components and a vector r~ o with 
(t, r~=0, so that a <,  b iff either ( t ,b -a )>0 or the conditions ( t ,b -a )=0 and 
(r, b - a) > 0 hold. I f  t = el we put r = e2 and for  t = e2 we put r -- el (lexicographic 
and inverse lexicographic orders). 
Vice versa one can define term orderings by means o f  (i) and (ii) respectively. 
THEOREM 4.2. (Dickson Lemma.) Let a~ ~ N 2, (i = 1, 2, . . . )  be a sequence of  vectors. There 
exists a subsequence atk, SO that alk+l--aik >---o, (k  = 1, 2 . . . .  ). 
This is the"addi t ive"  version of  the Dickson Lemma. For the proof see Buchberger (1970). 
D~FINITION 4.2. (H(A),  C(A), H~,LL(A), CALL(A) for finite Ac  N2.) For the finite subset 
A of N 2 we define H(A)cN 2 as follows: be l l (A )  iff for all ~eORD the relation 
b --<~ max,(A)  holds. Furthermore we say that be  C(A), iff there exists ~'~ ORD with 
b = max,(A).  We call H(A) the hull and C(A) the corners of A. In the special case of 
ORD = ALL we shall use the notation HALL and CALL instead of H and C. 
REMARK. From max,(A) =max~(C(A)) =max~(H(A)) one easily deduces C(C(A)) = 
C(A), H(C(A) )= H(A), C (H(A) )=C(A)  and H(H(A) )= H(A). For A_  B from the 
definitions H(A) _ H(B) follows. 
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Figure 1. The hull HALL(A) (el. Theorem 4.3). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let a, bECALL(A) with a~b. Then (a l -b t ) ' (a2 -b2)=(et ,a -b ) "  
(e2, a -b )<0.  With other words, one of the vectors (a -b )  x, (b -a )  ± has both components 
positive. 
PROOF. Assume, al - bt > 0 and a2-  b2--- 0. Then a -  b > o and by the remark after 
Definition 4.2 b < ~ a for all ~" e ALL. Therefore b cannot be a corner, so that a contradiction 
arises. 
Interchanging the roles of a and b shows that a~-bl--<0 and a2-b2 <- 0 cannot hold 
either. 
We next give a simple geometric description for HALL(A) which essentially follows 
from Theorem 4.1. A similar characterization also appears in Schwartz (1988). 
THEOREM 4.3. (Geometric haracterization f HALL(A).) Let CALL(A) = {at . . . . .  a,,} be 
enumerated so that for i ~ {1, . . . ,  m - 1}(e2, ai - a;+l) > 0 (and therefore (el, at - af+l) < 0). 
(This can be achieved inductively with the aid of Lemma 4.1.) Put s~:=(a~+l-ai )"  for 
i e {1, . . . ,  m - 1}, so := e2, sm := e~ and a0 := al. The following statements hold: 
(i) For i~{O,. . ,  m-1} the relation st+l <,  st holds. 
(ii) a~HALL(A)C~(Sl, a i - -a )~0,  i t{0 , . . . ,  m}. 
Figure 1 shows the situation of Theorem 4.3 for m = 3. The points i t ,  i2, i3 and i4 belong 
to A, but they do not play a role for the description of CALL(A) and HALL(A). Furthermore 
CALL(A) = {al, a2, a3} and HALL(A) contains in addition to all points of A the lattice 
points shown in the figure. 
PROOF FOR THEOREM 4.3. (i) is an immediate consequence of the definitions and elemen- 
tary properties of  the determinant. 
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Ad  (ii). "3"  
Let 0 < i < m and a ie  CALL(A). Using Theorem 4.1 and the vectors t :-- s~ and r := a~ -a~+l 
we def ine a term ordering. I fa  s ~ CALL(A)  and j>  i, then from sl+ 1 •n Sh~ i ~ {1 . . . .  , m -- 1} 
the re la t ion  sj < ,  s~ can be deduced, so that 
0 < det(sj, si) . . . . .  (st, aj --  a j+ l )  
fol lows. F rom this, one gets 
k--1 
(st, a t -ak )  = E (si, a j -aj+l)>--0 (k> i). 
j=i 
Simi lar ly this relation can be shown for k-< i. Therefore for a ~ CALL(A) there is nothing 
to prove.  I fa  e HALL(A)\CALL(A) then we observe that for r ~ ALL a <~ max,(CALL(A)) = 
max, (A)  ho lds ,  so that (st, at - a)-> 0 follows. 
Next  let i = 0 (the case i = m is similar). Let ~- denote the inverse lexicographic ordering, 
i.e. t :=  e2, r :=  el according to Theorem 4.1. Then ai+l <~ a~ holds by assumption for 
i --- 1 . . . .  , m - 1. Therefore a~ = max,(A) .  So if a~ HALL(A) then a -----, al. From Theorem 
4.1 we conc lude  (el, a l -a )~0,  as desired. 
We shal l  use induct ion on [CALL(A)I. 
I f  CALL(A) contains only one element he conditions imply that a~-a- - -o ,  so that for 
every te rm order ing ~-~ ALL the relation a---~ a~ follows. Therefore a e HA, L(A) and for 
m = 1 the result  holds. 
Let m = 2. Assume a satisfies the conditions on the right-hand side of  (ii), i.e. 
(e2, a~ -a)~_ O, (15) 
(sl ,  al - a) = (s2, a2 -  a) -> 0, (16) 
(el ,  a2 -  a) >-- 0, (17) 
where s~ = (a2-a~)  ±. We shall show that for every term ordering z ~ ALL the inequality 
a -<~ max, (A)  holds. I f  a = a~ for  i ~ {1, 2} there is nothing to prove. From now on assume 
that a#at  ( i=  1,2). 
Pick -r ~ ALL  and let t be as in Theorem 4.1. Since el ---, t -<, e2 there exist a ->0, f1 -0  
and i e {1, 2) with 
t=  ore2,  -t- f l s  I . (18) 
Assume w.l.o.g, i=2  (the case i = 1 can be handled analogously). From (16) and (17) we 
infer 
(t, a l -  a) = ~(e2,  a l -  a) +/3(s l ,  a l -a ) - - -  0. (19) 
Since a~ a : ,  both numbers (e2, a~-a)  and (s~, a~-a)  cannot vanish, so that in at least 
one o f  the inequalit ies (16) and (17) we have a "> ". Therefore, if a > 0 and/3 > 0, from 
(19) we conc lude  (t, a l -a )> 0, i.e. a <~ aa holds. Hence a ~ HALL(A) in this case. 
So on ly  the cases ~ = 0 and t3 = 0 remain. 
CASE 1. o~ = 0. Since t only is determined up to a positive multiple in Theorem 4.1, 
one may assume t = st.  Assume at <~ a (i = 1, 2). Then (t, al - a) -< 0 holds so that from (16) 
(sl ,  al - a) = 0 (20) 
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follows. Let r be as in Theorem 4.1. Again, r is only determined up to a posit ive mult iple,  
so that r= +(a2-at )  can be assumed. Let r=a2-a~ (the case r=a~-a :  is similar). 
One has 
(e2, a - a2) > 0, (21) 
since otherwise f rom (17) a2-a -  > o, so that a ---~ a2 follows, a contradict ion to the above 
assumption. Next  we observe that from the inequalities 
(et, a2- at) > 0, (22) 
(Ca, a2-- al) < 0 
and with the aid of (17) and (21) the inequality 
(r, a-a2)  = (a2-at ,  a-a2)  
= (et, a2 -  al)(el, a -  a2) + (e2, a2 -- al)(e2, a -  a2) "( 0 (23) 
follows. Therefore a -<, a2 follows, a contradiction to the above assumption. 
CASE 2. /3 =0.  Since t is determined up to a positive multiple (cf. t Theorem 4.1) we 
assume t = e2. We show that a <~ al holds, so that a -<~ max~({al, a2}) will fol low. Assume 
at <~ a. Then (e2, a - al) - 0 and (15) implies (e2, a - al) = 0. Then with r = el (of. Theorem 
4.1) (e~, a -a1)> 0 follows. Altogether a -a~ > o can be deduced. This is a contradict ion 
because inequality (16) cannot be satisfied. 
So for all ~" ~ ALL we have shown that a <-~ max~({aa, 2}) holds, and therefore the 
case m = 2 is done. 
Let m > 2. Assume a satisfies all conditions without being in HALL(A). By assumpt ion 
(e t ,a , , -a )_>0 holds and therefore (e2, am-a) -0  implies the inequality am-a>-o ,  so 
that for every term ordering ~" ~ ALL the inequality a ---~ am holds. Then (as in the ease 
m = 1) a ~ HALL({am}) follows, so that a ~ HALL(A) holds, a contradiction to the assump-  
tion. Therefore (e2, am - a) < 0 holds. By assumption we also have (e2, ax - a) > 0. Hence 
there exists i ~ {1 . . . .  , m - 1}, so that the inequalities 
(e2, a, - a) > 0, 
(e2, ai+l-a)-<0 
hold. As a consequence 
(24) 
(25) 
(et, ai+1 -a ) -> 0, (26) 
must hold, because otherwise a -a ,+t>o can be deduced, so that the contradict ion 
a ~ HALL({aI+1}) --~ HALL(A) follows. From (24), (26) and inequality (st, at - a) >-- 0 (which 
holds by assumption) we infer that all assumptions for the case m =2 hold,  i.e. a e 
HALL({a, at+t}) follows, a contradiction to the above assumption. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let CALL(A ) := {a 1 . . . .  , am} and CALL(B ) := {bl, . . .  , bn} be enumerated as 
in Theorem 4.3. Furthermore put A* := A w {am+t}, where am+l is chosen in such a way that 
CALL(A*)=CALL(A)u{am+t} and (e t ,am+t)>(et ,a i ) ,  i=1  . . . . .  m hold. Again A* is 
enumerated as in Theorem 4.3. Let A ~ HALL(B) • Then 
(e~,b.-am+1)->0 and (am+l-am)'-<. (b.--b.-t)'L:=>A*~HALL(B). (27) 
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Figure 2. A and B Lemma 4.2 (m =n =3). 
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Figure 2 shows the situation of  Lemma 4.2 for m = n = 3. The lines connecting the points 
at should he lp  visualizing the sets A and A*. 
PROOF FOR L~-MMA 4.2. Because of  A~ HALL(B) and Theorem 4.3 the fol lowing 
inequal it ies for  the vectors st := (bs+t -b~)  x, (i = 1 , . . . ,  n - 1), So := e2, sn := el,  bo: = bl hold: 
(st, bs -a j )~0,  i=0 , . . . ,  n and j= l , . . . ,  m. 
We must  show the fol lowing inequalities: 
(si, b j -am+l )~ 0, i=O, . . . ,n  
First note that  from (am+~ -am)  ± ~,  s ,_ l  ~ ,  si, (0 -  < i ~ n - 1) the relation 
0 ~ det ( (am+l -am)  ±, si) = (s .  am -am+l)  
for 0--< i -< n - 1 follows. Therefore 
(si, b~--am+l) -~ (Si, bi - -am)+(Si  , am -am+l )  ~ 0, (0 < _ i<_ n - 1), 
holds, since both  summands  are non-negative. For i --- n this is exactly the condit ion given 
by assumpt ion  (e~, bn - am+l)--~ 0. 
LEMMA 4.3, Let CALL(A) : - -{a t . . . .  , am} and CALL(B) :={bl ,b2},  where we used the 
enumeration described in Theorem 4.3. Assume the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) (e2, b~-a~)~O, 
(ii) (b2 - -b l )  "l" ~ .  (am-am- l )  ±, 
(iii) b2 - am > o. 
Then A c I-gALL(B) (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. ,A and B Lemma 4.3 (m =4). 
PROOF. Similarly as above we put sl := (b2 -b~) ' ,  so:= e2, s2:= el and bo:-- bl. We have to 
prove the following inequalities: 
(s~, bt-aj)>-0,  i=O, 1 ,2bzw. j= l  . . . . .  m. 
First because of (e2, al - aj)-> 0 and assumption (i) 
(So, b l -a j )  = (e2, bl-ay}--> (e2, b l -a l}>0,  je{1 , . . . ,  m} 
hold. Analogously from assumption (iii) we infer (s2, b2-aj}~0. From st-<n 
(a, , -a , ,_ l )  ± ___, (a j+l -a j )  ~- for j~{1, . . . ,  m- l}  we deduce 
0 --- det(sl, (a j+l - aj) ±) = (sl, aj+l - aj), j ~ {1 . . . .  , m - 1}, 
so that 
m--I 
(s l ,am-a j )  = E {sl,ak+l--ak~ ---0 
k=J 
follows. Because of  (iii) (Sl, bl - a,,) > 0 holds, so that finally 
(s., b~-aj) = (s~, b~-a,.)+(s~, a , . -a j )  
->(sl. b l -  a,.) 
=(s~, b2- a,,,) ~ 0 
follows. 
5. A Generalized Dickson Lemma 
DEFINITION 5.1. (A<<B,A<<AI~LB for finite sets A,B=N2.) We say A<< B for finite 
A, B ~- N 2, iff there exists c ~ o with c + A := {e+ a la ~ A) ~ H(B) and C(e+ A) n C(B) # 0 .  
We shall write << ALL instead of  << if ORD = ALL. Note that A << B ¢:> C(A)<< C(B) holds, 
as can be seen immediately from the definition (see Figure 4). 
For polynomials f, g ~ K[x, y] it is plain that f is H-reducible by g in the sense of  
Definition 3.1 iff Men(g)<< Men( f ) ,  where monomials in Men( f )  and Men(g) are 
identified with the respective points in the plane. 
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Figure 4. Example for A (<ALL B (cf. Definition 5.1). 
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LEMMA 5.1, Let A----CALL(A) and B =CALL(B) be finite subsets of N 2. The sets are 
enumerated as in Theorem 4.3 and satisfy [A[ = m and I~ l  = n. Furthermore assume that 
b l -a l>o  and b, -am>o.  We define 
cA := (el, al)el + (e2, am)e2, 
eB := (et, bl)el + (e2, bn)e2. 
Put A' := A -  CA, B' := B - e~, and assume that co - eA > o, then the following statements 
hold: 
(i) A '~N 2 andB'~N 2. 
(ii) A' << ALL B' ~ A << ALE B. 
PROOF. (i) follows immediately from the definitions. 
In order to prove (ii) we first remark that for ~" ~ ALL o "% es --eA holds. Furthermore 
by assumption there exists e>o with e+maxT(A ' ) -<,max~(B' )  and CALL(e+A')n 
CALL(B') ~ ~.  This is equivalent to e~ -Ca  + e+ maxT(A) -----~ max,(B) and CALL(eB- CA + 
e+A)  C~ CALL(B)~ SZ. From this and from the definition of <<ALL the result follows. 
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LEMMA 5.2. Let CALL(U) = U := {u l , . . .  , up} and CALL(V)= V:= {v , , . . . ,  Vp} be enumer- 
ated as in Lemma 4.3. Assume that for i E { 1, . . . ,  p - 1) the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) (e2, v~-v i+l -u l )  >- 0, 
(ii) (el, v~+l - vi - Up) -> 0, 
(iii) Vp - up -> o, 
(iv) v~-u~->o.  
Then U '(<ALL V. 
PROOF. For p --> 3 from (ii) with i = 1 
(e~, %-1-  u~_~)>-(el,  v~_~-  u~) 
-> (el ,  v~ - u . )  
- ->(el ,  VE-V l  -- Up) ~" 0 
can be deduced. Using (i) we find 
(e2, vp-1 - u._~ -> {e2, Vp-1 - u~) 
->~e2,vp_~-vp-ul)~O, 
so that the following relation (to be used later) 
Vp--1 -- Up--1 ::> 0 (28)  
follows. By (iv) this inequality also holds for p = 2. 
We turn to the proof  of the theorem, and assume that p is minimal, so that U << ALL V 
does not hold. Clearly p > 1, since for p = 1 (because of  (iii)) U << ALL V, a contradiction, 
follows. 
Next  assume that 
sj := (uj+j -u~.) J-, tj := (vj+l - v~)-L,j e {1 , . . . ,  p - 1} (29) 
holds. If  tp_l ---, sp_~, we use Lemma 4.3, where we put A := U +vp -u , ,  bl := vp_t, b2 := vp 
and so Lemma 4.3(i) is satisfied, because (making use of condit ion (i)) 
(e2, Vp_l - (u~ +v.  - Up)) = (e2, v._~ -v .  - ul +Up) 
> <e2, v~_~ -vp + u~>-> 0 
holds. The conditions (ii) and (iii) in Lemma 4.3 evidently are satisfied. So U << ALL V, a 
contradiction, follows. 
Therefore 
Sp-1 ---<n tp-1 (30) 
holds. Next put U' := U\{up) and V':= V\{vp}. We check the assumptions for  U', V'. 
Clearly (i) is satisfied. To see that (ii) is fulfilled, we remark that (e~, vl -v i+l)  --> (e~, upS-> 
(el, Up-l) holds. Finally (iii) holds by (28). 
Since 1-~lu'l=[v'[=p-l<p, u', v' must satisfy the statements o f  the lemma, i.e. 
there exists e---o, so that (U '+e)c~ V '~O and U'+cC_HALL(V')C--HALL(V) hold. In 
Lemma 4.2 we put m:=p, A:= U'+e, am+~:= up+c, n:=p, bi:=v;, (iF {1, . . .  ,p}). Since 
U'+e__. HALL(V') Theorem 4.3 implies the inequality 
(el, vp-i -up-1 -e) -> 0. (31) 
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Therefore using (31) and (ii) 
(el, b, -am+l) = (el, Vp - up -e )  
= (el, vp-1 -uv-1- c)+ (e~, vp -v._x + Up_x- up) 
>--(et, Vp-%- i  +up_~-u.) 
> (el .  Vp - Vp_l - u.,,) --- 0 
follows. The second assumption i Lemma 4.2 holds, because of (30). Therefore U << ALL V 
follows, a contradiction to the assumption. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let {At}t~ denote an infinite sequence of finite sets in N 2, then there exists 
a pair of natural numbers i <j  with A~ << ALU AS. 
A cO PROOF. The proof will be achieved by contradiction. Assume that { ~}~=1 is a sequence 
of  finite sets in N 2 so that for no pair of indiees i < j  one has A~ << ALL Aj. We first remark 
that any subsequence of As has also this property. We sometimes will pick a subsequence. 
In order to facilitate the notation we always shall denote the subsequence by {Ai}~ffix 
again. We shall call this procedure a "refinement" of the sequence {A~}~I. Furthermore 
we assume A~ = CALL(A~). This is no restriction in the light of the remark after Definition 
5.1. The elements of A~ will be enumerated according to Theorem 4.3 in the form 
Ai ={an, . . . ,  aim,}. 
Application of the Dickson Lemma (Theorem 4.2) yields (after possible refinement) a 
sequence which satisfies 
ai+ll -a l l  ~o,  
(32) 
ai+Im,+,--alm,:>O ( i=  1,2, . . . ) .  
Next fix i. In Lemma 5.1 we put A := Af, and (after performing the procedure described 
in Lemma 5.1 which produced A') A~ := A'. If there is a pair of indices i < j  with A~ << ALL Aj 
then it follows from Lemma 5.1 that A~ <<ALL As. Therefore we assume that the procedure 
described in Lemma 5.1 has been applied to the sets A~ and so we assume for the rest 
of  the proof  that 
(e l ,  a~l) = (e: ,  a.,.,) = 0. (i = 1, 2 , . . . )  (33) 
holds. Put p~ := (ai,,~- al,,,_l) ± for i = 1, 2 , . . . .  
CLAIM 1. We may assume p; < ,  P~+I (i = 1, 2 . . . .  ). 
I f  this were false, by refinement we may assume that Pl+l < ,  Pi for i = 1, 2 , . . .  holds. 
Therefore always p; # P~÷1 and so using Theorem 4.2 (Dickson Lemma) we find, after 
possible refinement, 
Pi+I -P l  > o. (34) 
I f  p~ := (Ptt, P~2) then because of the definition of < ,  the inequality 
O<d/ := P;+11 Pll 
Pn+12 Pi2 
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must hold. If p~, ( i=  1, 2 . . . .  ) were bounded, one could find 0<paN,  so that (after 
refinement) P~I =P. Then because of (34) 0 < d~ =P(P~2-P~+x2)~0 must hold, a contra- 
diction. 
Since Pt~ ~-(e2, a~,~,_~-at,,,) we may assume that (after refinement) 
(e2, a~m~-1) ~' ~, for i ~' ~. 
Therefore one finds k > 0 so that 
(e2, akmk-I -- a11) :> 0 (35)  
holds. 
We next put c := akmk -- a1,,1 --> o (because of (32)). Furthermore we put A :-- c+ A1, B := 
{ak,,k-1, akmk}, m := ml, so that the assumptions of Lemma 4.3 are satisfied; hence A~ 
HALL(B). Since CALL(A) C~ CALL(B) = A n B _ {ak,,~} #O, we find that A << ALL B is 
satisfied, so that Ax << ALL Ak, a contradiction to the assumption on the sequence {A~}~, 
follows. 
CLAIM 2. We may assume that IA~I 1' oo for i T oo. 
Assume this were false. After refinement one finds a>0,  so that IA~I= a for i=  1, 2 . . . .  
holds. Among all sequences which satisfy all the above assumptions and for which such 
a exists, we pick one for which the value of a is minimal. Certainly a > 1, since otherwise 
a contradiction easily follows from Theorem 4.2 (Dickson Lemma). 
Next let A~ :--- {a~l, • • •, a~o} be enumerated according to Theorem 4.3. First by refinement 
(using again the Dickson Lemma (Theorem 4.2)), we can achieve that 
(a ~+1,~ - a~+l ° -1)"  - (at,, - a .~_d  "~ - 0 (36) 
holds for i = 1, 2 , . . . .  
Next put AI:=A~\{a~} ( i=1,2 , . . . ) .  Since IA~l=a-l<a, there must be a pair of 
indices i<j, so that AI <<ALLAJ" Therefore there exists e->o, so that the conditions 
(e+A~)nAJ~ and c+A~ HALL(AJ) hold. Hence c+A~ <<ALL A~ is true. 
After a simple calculation we deduce from (36) 
<el, aja -ajo_l) >. (e l ,  a~ - ala- l ) .  (37) 
We next want to use Lemma 4.2: We there put A:= e+A~, B := A~, m := a -1 ,  n := a and 
A* := A u {a~}. With these assignments one finds 
(el, aj~- al,~-c> =(el,  a ja-  aj~-l) 
d" (el, aja-1 -- aia-i -- c) 
+(e l ,  a ,o - i -  a~°). (38)  
Because of (37) the sum of the first and the third term of the sum on the right-hand side 
are non-negative and because of the assumption on c+A~ <<ALL Aj this is true also for 
the second term. Therefore (el, a j , -a~a-c )> 0 must hold, so that Lemma 4.2 implies 
Al + c_~ HALL(Aj). Therefore A~ << ALL Aj, a contradiction, follows. 
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END OF THE PROOF: final contradiction 
Since ]At] "~ co for i t oo and since the inequalities (el, au+l -av)~ 1, (e~, a U -av+l)  > 1 hold 
(cf. Lemma 4.1) one can find i>1 and a subset Bt:={b~l,...,b~m,}~_A~ (which is 
enumerated according to Theorem 4.3), so that for j e {2 . . . . .  m~-1} 
(el, b 0+1 - bt / -  a ~,,,) --> 0, 
(e~, b 0 -b~+~ - an)  > 0 
hold (here we put b~l =ai l  and hi,,, = ai,,). 
Next we use Lemma 5.2 and we put U := A~, V :-- B~, p := ml. Evidently all the conditions 
in Lemma 5.2 are satisfied, so that finally A~ <:< ALL As follows. This contradicts the original 
assumption. 
LEMMA 5.3. I f  A = C ( A ) and B = C ( B ) then A <:<ALL B implies A<< B. 
PROOF. Because of Definition 5.1 there exists e such that 
CALL(e+ A) n CALL(B) ~ ~ (39) 
and 
c + A c_ HALL(B). (40) 
We observe that A= C(A)= CALL(A) and B = C(B)= CALL(B). This and (39) together 
imply 
C(e+A)  n C(B) ~ 0.  (41) 
Because of  HALL(B) -- H(B)  and (40) we get 
c+A___ H(B). (42) 
With (41) and (42)the lemma is already proved. 
We are now ready to state and prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let {At}~ denote an infinite sequence of finite sets in N 2, then there exists 
a pair of natural numbers i <j  with Ai << Aj. 
PROOF. Assume {A~}t~x to be any infinite sequence. In order to prove the theorem it 
suffices to find i < j  with C(A~) << C(Aj) since then At << A: follows as can be seen from 
Definition 5.1. By Theorem 5.1 we find i < j  with C(At) << ALL C(Aj). Application of Lemma 
5.3 implies C(A~) << C(Aj). 
HIGHER DIMENSIONS 
The previous notions can be formulated in the same way for higher dimensions and the 
characterizations of H(A), C(A) do hold as well. However, in contrast o the bivariate 
ease it turns out that the technical result in Theorem 5.2 which will be used in order to 
prove Theorem 3.5 has no analogue in higher dimensions. See the following example. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. For i = 1, 2 , . . .  put at := (i, 0, 0), bt := (0, i 2, 1), As := {at, b~}, There is no 
pair of  indices i < j  with At << ALL Aj. Here for a = (al ,  a2, a3) and b = (bl, b2, b3) the inner 
product is defined as usually by (a, b):= albl+ a2b2+ a3b3. 
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PROOF. Assume there exist i<j with A~ << Aj. A simple calculation shows that (A t+c)n  
Aj # ~ implies either e =a j -  a~ or e = b j -  bl. We next define term orderings 9, 7-~ using 
vectors tj := (1, 0,j) and t~ := (j, 1, 0), respectively, as described in a suitable analogue of 
Theorem 4.1 for vectors in N 3 (see Robbiano, 1985; Weispfenning, 1987) and, as will be 
seen below, no more data of the term orderings will be needed. 
CASE 1. e=a j -a t .  
One finds e + Al = {aj, bt + aj - at}. Furthermore (tj, bl + aj - a~) =j  +j  -- i > j  = <t~, aj) = 
(tj, bj) holds, so that max~(Aj) <~j b~+aj-at = max~(e+A~) follows. 
CASE 2. e = bj - bi. 
One finds c+A~ = {aj +bj -b~, bj}. Furthermore (tj, a~+b~+b~) =/ j  +j  2_ i2>fl=(t~, aj)= 
(t~, bj) holds, so that max~)(Aj) <~ a i+bj -b i  = max~(c+Ai) follows. 
Both cases together show that for 1 -< i < j  the relation At << ALL Aj cannot hold, since 
c+Aj  ~ HALL(Aj). 
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